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John Davis and crew praise this heavy bruiser's excellent stability and nimble handling on
track. On the street, the GT VR4 offered superior comfort to its rivals thanks to adaptive
suspension and a luxurious interior. Acceleration is impressive for the era: happens in 4. With
active aerodynamics, four-wheel-steering, all-wheel-drive and adaptive suspension, perhaps the
GT VR4 was too far ahead of its time. Its complexity wasn't understood by consumers then like
it would be today, in an era where this kind of tech is common. Join Now. New Cars. Car
Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver.
This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another
format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Vintage. There are many competent
sports cars on the market today. They combine blazing speed with deft handling prowess and
often luxurious interiors. While they all compete within the same segment, most have a distinct
flavor all their own. So it is with Mitsubishi's GT. With the GT's mass, the SL gets to 60 mph in a
somewhat dawdley 8. Additionally, the SL comes with leather seating, standard. The VR-4 offers
blistering acceleration, but due to its hefty curb weight, suffers slight reductions in braking and
cornering ability over the more subdued SL. The new Spyder provides convertible fun with
hardtop practicallity. A retractable hardtop conveniantly folds down in about 30 seconds giving
passengers the thrill of open-air motoring without the worry of having your top slashed next
time you are at the mall. Inside, drivers are protected by dual airbags that reside in a scooped
and binnacled dashboard that could double as the interior of the Batmobile. Generally,
ergonomics are good, but we prefer a more restrained driving environment. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Mitsubishi GT. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Base model gets new cloth interior, while upper trim levels receive a choice of black
or tan leather. Remote keyless entry gets panic feature, and several new colors are available.
Read more. Write a review See all 16 reviews. I really enjoy this car. I had a GT in college, gave it
to my brother and now 5 years later I purchased another. I really enjoy just about everything
about the car. If able ensure you have records of all the maintenance done to the vehicle. That
said, if you can find a good one with paperwork showing the 60K and K if required go for it!
Something to look out for is for 2nd gear synchro's tend to wear out. Who ever said that they
can fix one for under that did it themselves or never owned one. Read less. I agree with most of
what has been posted regarding the reliability and handling. Pick-up kind of lags though.
Suprisingly, I really don't like driving it too much-I prefer to drive my 4Runner! I'm 6' and I feel
too tall for this car. It's hard to get in and out of, the roof is too low, and the visibility out isn't
great-especially when you shine up the dash. It reflects into the windshield. Also many of the
interior plastic bits have broken. I mainly am displeased with the interior. Outside it looks pretty
sharp. Its fast and reliable never had a problem.. So dont belive the editors review in times this
car gets to in the 6 second area!! I killed both cars of the line. Best Car Mitsubishi Built. I bought
this car new in have put more than , miles on it still get 25 to 30 MPG no oil leaks or burning.
Had no major problems just normal wear and tear. Best car ever built Mitsubishi need to bring it
back. See all 16 reviews of the Used Mitsubishi GT. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the GT. Sign Up. The Mitsubishi GT Spyder was the first
modern car to offer a power folding hardtop convertible roof. That seems astronomical and it
was , but it makes a bit more sense when you see the amount of work that it took to make these
cars. It basically swallowed the whole roof, like a sideways L, into a cavernous rear-hinged
trunk the size of a hot tub. Total time: 35 seconds. All of this was accomplished, says
Motorweek , with four electric motors, four hydraulic actuators, and a kilobite computer. All GT
Spyders were built by American Sunroof Company, which was responsible for many a

convertible conversion in the 80s and 90s. In Motorweek was given a tour of the facility by a
Mitsubishi spokesperson with the absolutely brilliant name of Joe Jacuzzi who may have had a
cousin working for Isuzu. The GT Spyders started life at the factory alongside GT coupes, but
rolled off the assembly line with beefier springs and dampers to compensate for the weight.
They never received a rear hatch or quarter windows, since those would have to be removed
anyway. For the long journey across the Pacific, they were shipped with giant plastic covers to
protect the interiors. Once they arrived at ASC, the doors were removed, wrapped in giant
protective bags, while the remaining panels were masked off. Techs with plasma cutters then
used a steel template to cut off the rocker panels so they could slide a box frame reinforcement
into each side and weld them in, adding pounds to the chassis. Next, all interior trim aft of the
dash was removed to make way for the sawzalls slicing off the roof, B-, and C-pillars. Shear
plates were then welded behind front and rear fenders, reinforcements tacked onto the
windshield hoop and cowl, and a massive U-shaped support structure added between the rear
strut towers. Everything was sprayed with a matte black rust-resistant coating not unlike a
slightly finer Rhino-liner. The top was manufactured by ASC out of lightweight steel and
weighed 98 pounds. With the interior replaced and affected body panels presumably
paint-matched, ASC would test the cars for leaks and rigidity. The whole process took In total,
all the equipment and reinforcements increased the curb weight by pounds. For a VR-4 Spyder,
that meant a portly 4,pound curb weight, but Motorweek was still able to wring out a time of just
5. Can you imagine paying six figures for a Mitsubishi today? Despite the stratospheric price
tag, Motorweek reported in September that all GT Spyders were sold through the end of
ASC-built Nissan SX convertibles usually began to reveal the shoddiness of their workmanship
and materials after five or six years. Not to be nitpicky but the Soarer Aerocabin was classified
as a convertible and although it only did the roof and rear window glass was similar in concept.
I would also like to throw out an honorable mention to the 92 Honda Civic Del Sol and its
Transtop option, which in typical Honda fashion had a retraction system like no other. I
personally toured the SoCal operation more than once. I knew Mike Alexandern for many years
of the former Alexander Brothers customizers who oversaw the Mitsubishi project. Mike
brought along the first pilot prototype Mitsubishi Spyder when we went to dinner one night in
California right after the project was underway. I got a chance to ride in the car it was red before
they were on the street and at dealers. Mike was V. We made one hand-built feasibility car, fully
operational. It featured other advanced features such as self-healing backlight rear window,
outward folding top stack and more. I was one of the key people involved in this project and
development and I managed to save much of the paperwork, art and photos from the effort. But
the project was cancelled at the last minute by someone at the American sales organ MMA. And
frankly there were others like the limited-production Gaylord of the s and the Chrysler
Thunderbolt concept car of the s. However, saying such things skews the reality of the way
things were viewed and understood when these cars were new. It is an unfair characterization to
make this car seem like the brunt of a joke. And people said so repeatedly. Statements of size
belong in the context of the times. Furthermore, one must keep in mind that whacked hard roof
conversions could never compare to a convertible engineered from the ground up to BE a
convertible. So in all fairness to ASC and to the price-point market they were serving with SX,
Celica and the like, the cars they turned out were not for automotive engineers and critics, but
for the general public. By definition there had to be compromises. Again, it all depends on what
price a customer wants to pay vs. Having gone through this excruciating process first-hand, I
can assure you that any of these cars getting made at all is nearly miraculous. The Mitsubishi
Spyder was a gem, despite whatever criticisms one could make. Which it was â€” as long as the
top was up! There was a metal bin in the middle, sort of an old-timey washtub with about 8
cubic feet of space in it. That was where your luggage had to go if you wanted to put the top
down, and then you had to raise it again to get to the stuff. No fooling you, huh? Exaggerations
and witty criticisms and put-downs are the present fashionâ€”especially on the internet these
days. And especially on this site. But as someone who actually OWNED a Ford retractable are
you forgetting it was not even mentioned in the piece here? So by your own admission it was
small, so why the snidely, snarky put-downs? Why not throw in all that wasted space under the
hood for the engine too? Surely they could have squeezed that down far enough to satisfy a
internet inhabitant, no? FACTSâ€¦ things that used to count for something good and have
meaning and truth. Obviously, being the first and being that far back in time, someone in can
stand and take pot-shots at it and give a list of all the reasons why the Ford retractable was
such an awful thing. And of course, do the trendy unkind thing of making something old the
brunt of ill humor. If one makes a legitimate point, there is always someone with a troll remark
to emit bad smells and snarky statements that resolve nothing and contribute nothing. I was on
the development team, but what could I possibly know? Less trolling and more sincere

un-snarky conversation MIGHT result in valuable communication for this site and the snarkers.
Information was a thing the internet was supposed to be aboutâ€”once upon a time. Somebody
might even learn something other than trolling and ugliness. Thank you for your witty retort. I
stand by the statement that the GT was the first modern car to have the folding hardtop feature.
A year gap seems like it would be enough to separate old from new. Also, the trunk on the
retractable looks about twice the size of a normal Ford trunk, which in itself was cavernous
compared to modern car trunks. Part of the novelty of the GT and other modern folding
hardtops is that they are able to fold the top and take up much less space than the Ford design.
It was another Jacuzzi who developed the famous line of hot tubs who beat his name, the
countless copies that made it a generic name, like Coke and Kleenex. Shane to compare him to
that Subaru shuckster. I love verts. ASC also made the M30 convertibles in Everytime I see a
vert in the junkyard, I grab the rear quarter glass that goes down with the top because they are
not made anymore. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments
by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Japanese Nostalgic Car. This is what happened when
you pushed a single switch on the center console: 1. Both side windows roll down. The
rear-hinged deck opens. The tonneau seal folds out from the underside of the deck. The top
separates from the A-pillars and windshield support hoop. The rear quarter windows retract into
the folding top. The top folds in half. The f0lded top retracts into the trunk. The deck closes.
This post is filed under: Bubble Era and tagged: GT , gto , mitsubishi. Mercedes had a folding
hardtop around the same time, in the 96 SLK. Speedie said:. Leon Dixon said:. A few points
here. Ben Hsu said:. Marc Beardmore said:. But unfortunately, Mr. Mark F Newton-John said:.
F31Roger said:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
for:. All rights reserved. Powered by WordPress. The cost depends on your car, the type of
service, and where you live. Here are estimates for a selection of Mitsubishi GT services. With
YourMechanic you can skip the auto shop altogether. They send certified and screened
mechanics straight to your door and enable you to save big on car repair and maintenance. How
much does Mitsubishi GT repair and maintenance cost? Fast and easy Mitsubishi GT services
at your home or office. Get an instant quote Backed by month, 12,mile guarantee. Meet some of
our expert Mitsubishi GT mechanics. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Willie 24 years of
experience. Request Willie. Mechanic was professional and knowledgeable about cars. His
recommendation was excellent and appreciated. I would definitely recommend this mechanic to
others. Joe 43 years of experience. Request Joe. Joe is very knowledgeable, professional,
courteous, competent, expert, timely, friendly and reasonable. Requesting Joe to be my
mechanic when he returns to do the repairs diagnosed, discussed and quoted. Lucas 21 years
of experience. Request Lucas. Excellent job troubleshooting, verifying, and fixing the problem.
He took the time to make sure that everything worked perfectly after the repair. Will definitely
recommend. Fast and easy Mitsubishi services at your home or office. Get a Quote for Your
Mitsubishi Backed by month, 12,mile guarantee. I will assume the car has a manual
transmission in which case, there is a bolt underneath the shifter that helps the gear linkage
pivot. Over time, this bolt can become loose which will create the extra play in Mitsubishi
Shifters engine knock GT. Poor idling, hesitation on acceleration, and oil on spark plugs.
Answered by Eduardo. From what you describe, it would appear that your vehicle may be
experiencing more than one issue. If you also found oil in the spark Mitsubishi Idling Spark
Plugs V Also doesn't reach the red line, but stays a notch or two below. Answered by Kevin.
There is inadequate coolant flow or, less likely, a leak at the head gasket. Remote possibilities
include dragging brakes, under inflated tires, and transmission faults. Inadequate coolant
duramax fuel filter housing problems
land rover manuals
2009 chevy aveo fuel pump
flow can be due to a low coolant level, a faulty thermostat, a Mitsubishi V Car won't drive in
gear. Answered by Michael. Hello, I assume your car has a manual transmission. If you can
push the clutch in and put it into a different gear, then the engine should rev and the car will
move when the clutch is released and you Mitsubishi clutches transmissions V Most recent
Mitsubishi GT recalls. Certain passenger vehicles fail to conform to the requirements of federal
motor vehicle safety standard no. On certain passenger vehicles, a condition exists that allows
oil to leak from the all-wheel drive transfer case. Mitsubishi Gt - Under conditions of full lock
steering and full suspension travel, the left or right front wheel-side brake hose can crack,
resulting in brake fluid leakage. Savings Location Prospect Heights, IL. Location Seattle, WA.
Location Clifton, NJ. Location Hoquiam, WA. Location Sterling Heights, MI. Location
Chattanooga, TN. Location North Port, FL. Location Aberdeen, MD.

